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Emmy-winning alumnus Garth Neustadter speaks on music in film
Ariela Rosa
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On Tuesday, Mar. 3, Garth
Neustadter ’10 gave students a
brief history of music and discussed his experience as a composer for film, television and
concert music at the first annual
Distinguished Alumni Speaker
Series. He was the inaugural
speaker of the series.

Neustadter, an Emmy winner,
started working in his field during
his sophomore year at Lawrence,
winning a competition to compose a silent film score for Turner
Classic Movies.
“I saw [it] advertised, actually,
in the Conservatory,” Neustadter
explained. “That was my very first
professional project … it was very
much a film music boot camp.”
During
the
lecture,

Neustadter briefly explained classical music’s impact on film music
and also described his creative
process when composing for commercials. He introduced tracks
he created for companies like
American Express as examples of
how his process works.
Towards the end, Neustadter
provided a live demonstration by
composing a baroque-style track.
In roughly 15 minutes, Neustadter

legislation and proposed new
LUCC by-laws, which would prevent administration from drafting legislation. “Matters such as
formal group and theme housing
should not be put into the hands
of administration who do not live
on campus and do not understand
how a change in housing legislation may greatly affect students
on campus” said Astwood-Padilla.
“I wish to present an amendment to the LUCC by-laws stating
that ex officio members are no
longer able to write legislation”
summarized Astwood-Padilla,
speaking to LUCC during the time
allotted at general council meetings for community members to
voice concerns.
The LUCC by-laws list staff
serving on standing committees
as members ex officio, or by the
nature of their office. The student
handbook describes this as “a

reflection of the fact that LUCC is
a society composed solely of students and faculty,” and describes
the duties of ex officio members
as having “all the rights, privileges
and duties of other committee
members” except those to make
motions, second, vote and chair a
committee.
Astwood-Padilla
also
called for an amendment under
the Residence Life Committee
that ensures that the “Dean of
Students, or Dean of Students’
appointee” be considered an ex
officio member.
Concerns were voiced over
the fact that the Residence Life
Committee has the authority to
amend or ignore suggestions from
Campus Life when drafting legislation. Astwood-Padilla responded,
“many members of [the Residence

Amendments to LUCC by-laws proposed
Noah Gunther
Staff Writer

______________________

THIS

WEEK

Conversations regarding the
housing legislation proposed by
the Residence Life Committee
two weeks ago continued at the
Lawrence University Community
Council (LUCC) General Council
meeting on Tuesday, Mar. 2.
That legislation, which has
since been withdrawn, proposed
one-year housing compacts for
all group housing and the placement of group housing under
the authority of LUCC, rather
than having formal group housing managed by Campus Life, the
office responsible for operations
of residence halls and campus
houses.
Senior Jazmin AstwoodPadilla voiced concerns over this

See page 11

created a short piece using only
a keyboard and a wind synthesizer. These tools allowed him
to imitate the sounds of a harpsichord, violin, trumpet, celesta
and other string and woodwind
instruments.
Amy
Ongiri,
Associate
Professor and Director of Film
Studies, organized the event.
“Even though the film program
itself is relatively new, Lawrence

has really distinguished alumni
going back, you know, 40 years,”
Ongiri said.
Ongiri hopes to expose students to the wide range of possibilities in the film industry, and
to allow students and alumni to
connect with one another. “We’re
kind of far away from LA and New
York, so this brings LA and New

Nathan Lawrence &
Emily Zawacki

Civil Rights Movement, is the only
surviving member of the “Big
Six” Civil Rights leaders, placing
him among the ranks of Martin
Luther King, Jr., James Farmer,
A. Philip Randolph, Roy Wilkins
and Whitney Young. This year’s
commencement will be his third
visit to Lawrence after a speech at
the university’s 1964 Civil Rights
Week and his Feb. 2005 convocation, titled “Get in the Way.”
Lewis has been a representative of Georgia’s Fifth
Congressional district since 1986
and helped to organize the historic 1963 March on Washington
where Martin Luther King, Jr.
delivered his famous “I Have a
Dream” speech. As a student at

See page 2

2015 commencement
honorees announced
Copy Chief & Editor-in-Chief

____________________________________

Civil Rights activists John
Lewis and James Zwerg will be
recognized with honorary Doctor
of Humane Letter degrees at this
year’s commencement ceremony
on June 14. Both were members of
the original 13 “Freedom Riders,”
who rode on the interstate bus
from Washington, D.C. to New
Orleans in protest of the government’s unwillingness to enforce
the Supreme Court rulings declaring bus segregation unconstitutional.
Congressman Lewis, who
headed the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
during the peak of the American

See page 7
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Guest Professor Troesken delivers talk on health and government
Ruby Dickson
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On Tuesday, Mar. 3rd, the
Economics department hosted
Professor of Economics Werner
Troesken of the University of
Pittsburgh for a lecture on the
public health effects of different
systems of government. The colloquium lecture, titled "The Pox of
Liberty: How the Constitution left
Americans Rich, Free, and Prone
to Infection,” drew an audience
of Lawrence students, faculty and
Appleton community members to
the Wriston Auditorium.
Troesken’s lecture focused
on how political systems and val-

ues can affect public efforts to
improve general health and stop
diseases. In particular, localized
democratic government and the
limitation of governmental powers can lead to specific outcomes
with regard to public health.
He noted before the lecture
that his intention was “to challenge, at least in some ways, the
traditional view that economic
development and our modern
institutions are always, without
reservation, beneficial to public
health.” Troesken gave examples
using the rates of historical smallpox and typhoid fever, showing
how the actions of government
can significantly change disease

rates.
In each case, Troesken discussed how the localized, limited
American government outlined by
the Constitution can aid public
health investments, while simultaneously hindering efforts to mandate specific health procedures
such as vaccination. In comparing
American cases to those of other
developed nations, Troesken
showed how the American system
of ideology and government has
a mixed effect on the health of its
citizens.
Associate
Professor
of
Economics David Gerard was the
lead organizer of the colloquium,
and thanked the A.W. Mellon

BIG PICTURE small space Neustadter

continued from page 1
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New LUCC cabinet members prepare for the
upcoming year after gavel-passing ceremony.

York closer,” she explained.
Students from various disciplines enjoyed the lecture. When
asked why she attended, Ashley
Curtiss, a junior gender studies
major with an interdisciplinary
focus in film, indicated that she
was interested in hearing an alumnus’ experiences post-Lawrence.
Curtiss was impressed with
Neustadter’s accomplishments,
stating that “with Lawrence not
even having an official film major
or minor at this point, it’s amaz-

AIO hosts Empowerment Week (from page 1)
Noah Gunther
Staff Writer

____________________________________

The Second Annual People of
Color Empowerment Week, sponsored by All is One! Empowering
Young Women of Color (AIO) concluded on Saturday, Feb. 28 with
a soul food dinner and show of
Cultural Expressions in the EschHurvis room of the Warch Campus
Center.
The week began on the previous Sunday, Feb. 22, with a lecture
from Portland State University’s
Assistant Professor of Research
Joy DeGruy, who spoke about
Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome.
Darkmatter, a “trans south Asian
performance art duo” visited
Lawrence on Tuesday, followed
by a candlelit vigil in memory of
Trayvon Martin on Wednesday,
Feb. 25.
Junior Cheyenne Van Dyke,
vice-president of AIO, explained
that events like these are important to making students of color
feel accepted at Lawrence. “We
don’t want to just display diversity
on a poster, we [want to] have this
system set up to keep students
here … you can’t just bring [students of color] here but then not
have anything to make them feel
included or make them feel comfortable.”
On Thursday, Feb. 26, Rosa
Clemente, a “freelance journalist and hip-hop activist” who ran
for United States Vice-President
with the Green Party in 2008,
addressed approximately 50 students and community members
who gathered in the Esch-Hurvis
Room. She began speaking at
7:30 p.m., and finished answering
questions just after 9:30 p.m.
Clemente started by speaking about being Black and from
Puerto-Rico, and how people
would sometimes deny she was
Black because of her Puerto-Rican
origins. “I am not Spanish … My
ancestors are not from Spain,

they are from Africa” explained
Clemente. “Being Black in America
is my racial Identity.”
“Black lives matter … not
only as a phenotype, but as a
political ideology” said Clemente.
“American ‘mythology’ is very
good at leaving people out” she
concluded, quoting Frederick
Douglass: “There is no struggle,
there is no progress’” before opening the floor for questions.
Van Dyke noted that the
campus could benefit from more
speakers like Clemente. “What I
would like to see is more convocation speakers and university
sponsored speakers to talk about
things like race. Not only to educate white students, but also seek
to [empower] students of color,
as well.”
On Friday, Feb. 27, the Beta
Psi Nu sorority hosted a Body
Positivity Fair in the Esch-Hurvis
Room, sponsored by AIO. “We
wanted to help promote selfesteem” said sophomore Mia
Bowens, who helped organize the
event.
Tables with information
about physical and mental health
were held by members of the Beta
Psi Nu, Kappa Alpha Theta and
Delta Gamma sororities, theInterfraternity Council (IFC) and the
Downer Feminist Council (DFC).
About 30 minutes into the
fair, senior Brienne Colston, pßresident of AIO, asked attendees to
find someone they are not already
acquainted with as a partner for
a conversation about body positivity. “Talk about a time where
you’ve talked or felt negatively
about yourself” prompted the first
five-minute discussion, followed
by a larger group discussion of the
prompt. Later questions became
more specific to Lawrence, such
as “Is it hard to be body positive at
Lawrence?” and “How can Greek
or student organizations make
a difference?” Colston proposed
that more men should attend con-

versations about body positivity,
“not only as allies, but also as participants in these events.”
“[It would be helpful] if the
Panhellenic council and IFC got
together and talked about this
once a term” said senior Jazmin
Astwood-Padilla.
“[The fair] had sororities
and fraternities that don’t usually
come to events together as groups
… represented at our events, and
we’ve gotten feedback from them
saying that they want more of
these kinds of things to happen”
stated Colston.
At 7 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 28,
students and community members were invited to a soul food
dinner and Cultural Expressions
show concluding the week, sponsored by Black Student Union
(BSU). Collard greens, sweet
yams, honey-fried chicken and
mac and cheese were among the
foods served.
Nearly 150 students occupied seats at tables and, eventually, chairs facing the stage to eat
and watch a variety of performances. The show was emceed
by senior Andre Augustine, and
featured hip hop, vocalists performing both original songs and
covers, live bands, films covering
the Lawrence die-in and dance.
“It blew my mind to see how
many Lawrentians from different
sectors were at our events, and
cared about what we were doing
as cultural organizations” said
Colston. “At Cultural Expressions,
which members of AIO helped
plan with Black Student Union,
[we] had the football team come
in … just sectors of Lawrence that
don’t usually do a lot of work with
cultural organizations”
At 10 p.m., when the show
concluded, attendees were invited
to a reception at Sankofa house.
While Colston felt positively about the week in general, she also expressed concern
over the Lawrence administra-

grants for the opportunity to
bring Troesken to campus: “This
is the fourth straight year the A.W.
Mellon grants have allowed us to
bring in a prominent scholar,” he
said. Last year, the department
hosted Professor Alex Field of the
University of Santa Clara, who
delivered a lecture on technological development during the Great
Depression.
Troesken teaches at the
University of Pittsburgh, and has
served as a faculty research associate at the National Bureau of
Economic Research. Troesken
has also worked as a National
Fellow of the Hoover Institution
at Stanford University. Troesken’s

work has also been used in many
Lawrence economics courses, particularly his analysis of the evolution of natural gas regulations,
which are used in classes about
regulatory policy.
This year’s senior experience in Economics focused on
Troesken’s most recent book,
“Race, Water, and Disease,” which
“documents radical improvements in African-American life
expectancy in the late 1800s, early
1900s, despite virulent racism in
America,” according to Gerard.
Troesken’s visit was therefore also
an opportunity for these seniors
to further interact with this sub-

ing that someone can come out
of that.”
Hannah Shryer, a junior
Spanish major, attended out of
personal interest. She indicated
that she appreciated the lecture
and was already excited about
attending the next one.
During a question and
answer session, a student asked
Neustadter for his secret to success. Neustadter replied that it
was important to “stay open to
different ideas.” He also stressed
the importance of getting used to
rejection, stating that “rejection is
part of the process.”
When asked what advice he

would give to current students,
Neustadter replied, “Lawrence is
an amazing place to embrace all
aspects of the liberal arts education and being open to exploring
all avenues. Even those [avenues]
that might not seem related to
your specific field of study might
enrich it.”
Ongiri was excited about the
other speakers she has lined up,
though she was unable to elaborate since she is working with
her speakers on the final details.
The next lecture is tentatively
scheduled for the beginning of the
Spring Term.

World
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these events. “It’s
by
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RUSSIA - Former Deputy Prime Minister and current
to doopposition politician Boris Nemtsov was killed by four gunt h i sshots to the back. Russian Government spokesman Dmitry
a
sPeskov says that Vladimir Putin has taken personal control
s t u -of the investigation.
dents
… but,
UNITED STATES - Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
i
nNetanyahu spoke before Congress on Mar. 3. He emphaa d d i -sized the dangers of Iran constructing nuclear weapons
t i o nand criticized the US Government for not taking enough
t
oaction to prevent that outcome. The speech was opposed
t h a t ,by several figures such as Secretary of State John Kerry,
if thiswho said that it was "partisan" and "destructive" to the
c a m -Israeli-U.S. relationship.
p u s
wants
CHILE - Thousands of people have been evacuated
t
owhen the 9,000 foot tall Villarrica volcano erupted. The
proveeruption was not unexpected - the Chilean government
i t s e l fhad issued a warning the day before—but authorities warn
as onethat nearby communities could be in danger due to floodt h a ting and mudslides from the melting glacier at the volcano's
f o s -peak.
ters
diverPACIFIC - Co-founder of Microsoft, Paul Allen claims
s i t yto have discovered the Musashi: a Japanese battleship sunk
a n dby U.S. forces in World War II. Paul Allen's team reportedly
inclu-made use of historical research of the area the ship was
s i o n ,lost in as well as his highly advanced yacht, M/W Octopus.
i
t
Clarification to the article “Lawrence announces
tuition increase” published Feb. 27, 2015 — Lawrence
is hoping to reduce its operating expenses by 7% over a
three-year period, which is 3.75 million dollars.

can’t just come from us every year.
Campus Life, and our administration in general, need to be a part of
this. They need to not just express
interest and come to events, they
need to be a part of the planning
process.”
Colston added that AIO and
BSU had received support from
Multicultural Affairs in attracting
members of the Appleton community to the Week of Empowerment
events, but that support also “has
to be coming from Campus Life.”

Empowerment could have benefitted from collaboration with other
campus groups. “One thing next
year I’d like to see more of is more
groups working together, specifically diversity groups or groups
with students of color … because
of this system and how it’s set up,
they don’t have any representation. There’s only room for one
group of marginalized students at
a time, and everyone should have
the chance to tell their story and
share their experience.”
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Rocking the
Bachelor(ette) Pad
Sarah Wagner
Columnist

_________________________

Dear Sarah,
It has always bugged me that
Lawrence students aren’t allowed
to live off-campus. It gets so stifling
living on-campus, eating on-campus, going to class on-campus and
only ever seeing people on-campus.
I bet it’s great having your own
place that’s out of the Lawrence
bubble. How has your experience
living off-campus been this year?
—Party Animal Whose
Neighbors Need to Stop Calling in
Noise Complaints

Dear Party Animal,

I love living off-campus and
would definitely recommend
it to anyone who is able to (or
honestly for Lawrence to change

its policy and allow seniors as
well as super seniors to live off
campus). However, it’s a lifestyle
that is more different from living
on-campus than you might think.
There are a lot of great things
about living off-campus, but there
are a lot of drawbacks too.
The best part is hands down
the space and the privacy. For the
first time ever, I have my own bedroom, living room, kitchen wall
and bathroom. No more shower
caddies, no more mini fridges and
no more coffee pots plugged in
underneath a lofted bed. I have my
own stove and oven and various
pots and pans, so I can cook whatever I want, whenever I want.
NEVER AGAIN WILL I BE WOKEN
UP AT 3 a.m. BECAUSE SOMEONE
BURNED POPCORN. I generally
don’t have to worry about noisy
neighbors, although sometimes
the folks downstairs get very into
their Call of Duty game. And I
have never once had to wait to do
laundry.
Whatever happens on-campus during the day, I know I have

a separate place to come home
to. Having my own space is really
important to me, and it’s nice to
share it only with the specific people I want to share it with.Living
off-campus I feel a lot less pressure to get out and do things every
weekend. I’m more than happy to
just watch Netflix all Friday night,
and it’s a lot easier to be happy
just watching Netflix on a Friday
night when there isn’t a raging
game of beer pong going on next
door.
That being said, there are
plenty of frustrations about living
off-campus. While I’m now almost

a master at parallel parking, I’ve
also been late to class before
because I had to park several
blocks away from campus. And
given the stress of ninth week,
sometimes I don’t have the time to
cook dinner and really wish food
would just appear before me.
On a more serious note, there
are some community aspects of
Lawrence that I’ve grown to miss
while living off-campus. Given
that Lawrence is such a close-knit,
residential community, most people make plans with the people
they see. They go get lunch with
their classmates right after class.

They go to happy hour in the VR
with whoever they happen to be
around come 4:30 p.m. I spend
very little time just hanging out
around campus so I don’t just run
into people very often anymore. I
only see the people I want to see,
but I have to put more effort into
seeing them.
It’s great having my own
excessively large space, but there
are some quintessential things
about Lawrence that make it what
it is that I don’t participate in any
more. It’s a great experience, but it
isn’t for everyone.

AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHT ISSUES
Crossing Borders: Japan - United States

Maho Nishimura is a junior law major from Tokyo, Japan.

What was it like when you did come to
the US?
It is true that Americans get more
vacation than us, and have more free time
in the day. And Americans are very friendly.
For a while, I was surprised when people
would greet me and say hello.
I also expected American junk food
every day, but Andrew Commons is
very good and has Asian food and South
American food, which is nice.
I was surprised to find that in the US,
everyone likes big-scale parties. Because
students live in dorms, they are able to
attend big, late-night parties. At Waseda

Bucks trades

continued from page 4
Antetokounmpo’s emerging scoring ability,
and Milwaukee could be looking at three
15+ PPG scorers next season.

Andrea Kahlow is a senior East Asian Studies major from River Falls, WI.
What were you expecting before you
went to Japan?
I had actually visited Japan before
my study abroad experience and it was a
while ago. I can’t really remember what my
expectations were before that.
I did have expectations of Waseda
University, though. Even though people
told me that it was a big school and it is difficult to integrate well, I was confident that
I would be able to hang out with people.
I did expect it to be big, and I expected
the classes to be big, because that’s what
people had told me. I guess I expected it
to be similar to Lawrence, where everyone
is motivated and passionate about their
majors, because Waseda is a really good

[University], people do not live on campus,
so we cannot have parties in that way.

What is a big difference between Japan
and the US?
College life is a big difference. In Japan,
we don’t have assignments every class, so
we don’t have much work; just a final
paper or test. We say that it is hard to get
into university, but easy to graduate. High
school is very difficult in Japan because
we need to attend cram school where we
study until midnight to get into university.
But university is not that hard, so it can
be difficult for students to get used to the
American college style, especially as we’re
doing it in English.
Another big difference is work. In
Japan, we only get a few days of vacation
per year, and we work very long hours. My
father would get up at about 6:30 a.m. and
would not return home until around 10:30
p.m. It can be very stressful.
A similarity?
I honestly have trouble thinking of a
similarity. The cultures are pretty different.

o

P

What were you expecting before you
came to the US?
Before I came here, I had the impression that in the US, people were very
easygoing and enjoy life a lot. Rules about
vacation are strict in Japan, so I had the
impression that workers get a lot of time
off in America.
I expected other things of America,
too, like lots of junk food and Starbucks. I
was also worried about how common guns
are in America.

Susannah Miller

U
lL

school in Japan.
What was it like when you did go to
Japan?
My expectations of the university
were not quite correct. The Waseda campus is about as big as Lawrence, although
it’s built up more, and there are around
50,000 students. It is a really beautiful
campus, too. It is also not true that everyone is passionate about their majors. It
isn’t necessarily your major that is going
to help you get a job; most of the jobs that
Japanese students get are not related to

See page 7

w w w. l a w r e n t i a n
I do not care.
25%

With this said, Milwaukee has a big
adjustment period ahead this season. They
could stay over .500 or struggle as CarterWilliams and the troops rediscover their
mojo. In any case, the kids will work hard
and the fans will have fun watching it all
unfold.

Do you agree with Lawrence University’s policy of mandatory on-campus
housing?
Total Votes: 170

No, I do not
agree.
39%

Yes, I agree.
35%

. c om
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Lawrence Indoor Track impresses at MWCC Bucks trades focus on future
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

______________________

The Lawrence Track and
Field team competed in its final
meet of the indoor season this
past weekend at the Midwest
Conference Championships hosted by Grinnell College in Iowa. Out
of 10 conference teams, the men’s
team placed sixth overall while
the women’s team placed ninth.
The two-day meet was highlighted by several conference victories
and many personal bests, resulting in an expectation to continue
this positive momentum into the
outdoor season.
After having only four
meets this season, the Vikings
approached this weekend with a
certain amount of apprehension.
“Going into Conference is usually
a lot of nerves because sometimes
you’re not 100% sure if you’re
ready,” says junior distance runner Cam Davies, “We remained
positive however, and showed up
to compete.” Based off of the meet
results, members of the team
undoubtedly were able to overcome their nerves.
Highlights from the men’s
team include individual conference championships from junior JP
Ranumas who won the 60-meter
hurdles in 8.71 seconds, beating
out the second place finisher by
.08 seconds, and freshman Max
Edwards who ran his 5-kilometer
race in 15:44. Edwards went on
to take fourth in the 3-kilometer
race in 9:05 followed closely by
the reigning 3K champion Davies,
who took fifth with a time of 9:08.
Also of note was freshman Ethan
Gniot’s third place finish in the
800-meters in 1:58.43, just 1.06
seconds off the leader.
On the women’s side, junior
thrower Genna Matt took fourth
in the weight throw with a throw
of 14.26 meters, effectively break-

ing the old school record set by
Brielle Bartes ‘14. Freshman Erin
Schrobilgen took eighth in the mile
with a time of 5:25. Her 10:48 time
in the 3K was also good enough for
eighth. The sprint medley, consisting of freshmen Kendra Thomas,
Janey Degnan, Noelle Hele and
senior Anna Bolgrien, finished
their 1600-meter relay in a time
of 4:28.78. With the addition of
sophomore Kate Kilgus, Hele,
Degnan and Bolgrien returned the
next day to take sixth again in the
distance medley relay.
Overall, the team was happy
with their performance despite a
difficult indoor season with the

tough training weather, the stress
of Winter Term, and the departure
of several upperclassmen from
the team. “I don’t think anyone
walked out of that meet thinking
that they did not give it their all,”
reflects Davies. “At no point during the year have I felt as positive
about the future of this program.”
Moving ahead, the Vikings
look forward to the spring for
warmer temperatures and training on the snowless track at
Alexander Gymnasium. Look for
this young Viking team to continue with their forward momentum
and to make big statements in the
upcoming outdoor season.

JP Ranumas took first place in the 60-meter hurdles event at the MWC Championships.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

Reid Trier
Staff Writer

______________________

Just hours before the NBA
trade deadline, former Milwaukee
Bucks point guard Brandon Knight
tweeted: “Had a great Allstar
Break. Now it’s time to get back to
work. #OwnTheFuture.”
When the deadline hit at 2
p.m. CST, Knight sat in the locker
room stunned by news that he
had been traded to Phoenix as
part of a three-team deal. The
Bucks received point guard
Michael-Carter Williams from
the Philadelphia 76ers, along
with point guard Tyler Ennis and
center Miles Plumlee from the
Phoenix Suns. The 76ers acquired
draft picks because, of course.
While my immediate reaction
to the trade was one of excitement (although I did enjoy watching Brandon Knight), a surprising
number of Bucks fans expressed
disagreement on comment
threads and social media. After
all, why would the Bucks trade
their top scorer and best player?
The guy nearly made the all-star
team for Pete’s sake!
However, from the organization’s “Own The Future” vantage
point, the trade allowed them to
unload a player who was not in
future plans for a potential all-star
and two capable reserves.
Knight was set to be a restricted free agent in the offseason, and
it became clear that Milwaukee
didn’t want to fork over big money
in the face of competitors. Despite
Knight’s natural scoring ability, his court vision and instincts
were not characteristic of a top
point guard. The Bucks were set
to move on.
What Jason Kidd and his staff
wanted all along was a pass-first
point guard with a secure contract
who could grow under the tutelage of an all-time great. MichaelCarter Williams almost makes too

much sense.
His game resembles Kidd
early in his playing days: a poor
shooter with natural passing skills
and defensive prowess. A player
who just needed the right situation to figure things out.
Now that the Bucks have
saved Carter-Williams from the
76ers, the young point guard will
take steps toward realizing his
potential. Once he drops the losing mentality carried over from
Philly, Bucks fans will have a blast
watching the 23-year-old grow.
What frustrates fans is that
the trade could jeopardize a so far
successful season. Team chemistry with a new point guard will
not come overnight. However,
Bucks fans should be thankful for
the organization finally committing to the future. The bar has
been raised so high, so fast, that
some fans have lost sight of this.
Taking a step back this trade
is positive for several reasons.
First, it gives the team more
depth. After negotiating a buyout
with Larry Sanders, Milwaukee
was set to play with 10 bodies
for the remainder of the season.
A few injuries would have turned
the Bucks into an ultra-thin team
in the thick of a playoff race. So
while this is a trade for the future,
it could help the team absorb injuries this season.
Secondly, the trade gives
Milwaukee more flexibility in the
offseason. There are still very few
players on the team who are not
trade chips, and a 3-for-1 trade
provides even more expendable
pieces. The Bucks could be in position for a major deal this summer
depending on how quickly they
plan to act.
Finally, the team is not losing as much scoring as one would
think. With Jabari Parker’s return
next season, Milwaukee will have
a go-to scorer to replace Knight.
Add Khris Middleton and Giannis

See page 3

Lawrence varsity athlete reflects on European and American sports culture
Atley Gay

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

During Fall Term of 2014,
I had the privilege to study at
Lawrence University’s London
Centre. All the hype you hear
about studying abroad is true. I
was apprehensive going into the
experience. Will this opportunity
really change my outlook on life?
Will I enjoy this as much as my
peers have? Will I miss it when
I leave? The answer to all is a
resounding yes!
The experience in London
showed me there is so much
more to the world than what I
know in the states. I enjoyed my
experience and miss being there.
Lawrence’s London Centre gave
me an opportunity to continue my
liberal arts education in a different country and to experience and
immerse myself in that culture.
As a Lawrence baseball player and an avid sports fan, I was
excited to see how the sporting
culture and style in London were
different from the sports culture

in the U.S. I love baseball, football
and basketball and hoped to connect with a fellow baseball fan,
but the closest I could find were
cricket fans.
Cricket is played with a bat
and ball and is similar to baseball,
though the rules and lingo are
much different, and the length of
matches can last up to five days!
However, most of my sports
conversations were focused
around football, and I soon
learned my idea of football was
not what Londoners were talking about. In London, and pretty
much the rest of the world, football is what Americans call soccer,
and what we would call football,
they call “American football.”
I often talked with locals
about the proper sport’s names,
and on two occasions I had lengthy
conversations in local pubs that
were focused entirely on the football vs. “football” comparison.
One thing that was generally upsetting to Londoners was
the American’s use of the word
football which was explained to

me as follows: “football” athletes
are only allowed to use their feet
to move the ball, hence “foot-ball,”
while American football focuses
on moving the ball with the hands,
and is only kicked occasionally.
I did my best to use the proper reference for each sport but it
was definitely hard to get used to.
The Londoner’s message to the
states: “It’s football, not soccer!”
Football (soccer to you and
me) is a huge part of the culture in London. In fact, all over
Europe, soccer is nothing short
of a religion. The hundreds of
clubs all have huge, passionate
and loyal fan bases. The U.S. has
tremendous sports fans too, but
in Europe the passion they display
for their teams is on another level.
I experienced this passion firsthand at three football matches.
The first in Athens, Greece,
was a match between teams from
Panathinaikos and Atromitos,
Athens. It was exhilarating. We
sat next to the Panathinaikos fan
section, and I don’t think a minute went by without cheering,

chanting, or singing. The other
two matches were in London. I
was able to watch team USA play
Columbia and see a game with
the Queen’s Park Rangers, a local
team from White City, London.
The USA game was great,
because I could finally chant “U-SA,” but the Columbia fans filled
three quarters of the stadium
making it impossible to compete.
The Queen’s Park Rangers game
was similar to my Athens experience with non-stop chanting and
cheering. The atmosphere at these
regular season games with the
endless cheering is like nothing
I’ve experienced in the U.S.
Back to American football:
Since 2007, the NFL has traveled to London to play for the
International Series. Last fall
London hosted three games. I was
interested to see how a traditional
“American” sport fared in London.
Game one was my first weekend in London and there was a
Fan Festival on Regent Street that
was swarmed with thousands
who came to get a taste of the

L E T ’ S G O, V I K I N G S !

NFL. Fans donned jerseys from
every team¬–even the Packer’s.
As I met more locals, I discovered
there is a strong American football following.
Two things I learned from
conversations in London regarding the NFL: Many Europeans follow the NFL and hope they continue to play a series in London; and
American football is awesome, but
is NO comparison to the “football”
they play.
Lastly, I would like to send a
message to my fellow Lawrentian
athletes: Studying abroad is a realistic and attainable goal, even as
an athlete. Many student-athletes
talk about studying abroad but
decide not to because of the commitment to a sport.
If that is the case, discuss it
with your coach. I am confident
they will be supportive of your
“once in a lifetime opportunity.”
Many of my fondest memories
from my trip were meeting new
people and talking about sports. It
was easy to connect because I was
an athlete.
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Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman

Max Edwards: Indoor Track & Field
This week, I sat down with sophomore Max Edwards of the Lawrence
University Men’s Track and Field team. This past weekend Edwards
won his first conference title in the 5000-meters at the Indoor Track
and Field Midwest Conference Championships in Grinnell, Iowa with a
time of 15:44.64.
GC: First off, congratulations on your victory in the 5000-meters.
How does it feel to be a MWC champion?
ME: It feels incredible. I was fortunate enough to be a conference
champion in high school and I made it my goal to have that same feeling in college of being the one who comes out on top in a big meet.
And things lined up really well this past weekend. It feels good, and
kind of justifies all the hard work I’ve put in over the last few years,
and it’s an honor.

GC: How prepared did you feel going into the weekend of
Conference?
ME: I guess the short answer is I felt fairly prepared. This past
cross country season I
had been running a lot
more miles and with
higher intensity, and
kind of burned out at
the end of the season.
So Coach Fast and I
took a very conservative approach coming
into this indoor [track]
season, where I was
making sure I was on
the side of under-doing
it rather than overdoing it. There were
probably guys in that
race who had put in
a lot more workouts
this past winter, so
from that standpoint,
I had to trust in the
fitness I had been able
Photo by Emei Thompson
to build over the past

few months after a long break after the Cross Country season. So I
feel like I could’ve been more prepared, but at the end of the day I’m
really glad we’re taking this conservative approach with my training
so I can make it through the entire spring season, and hopefully end
on a high note.

GC: As a sophomore transfer student from Marquette University,
how has the transition to Lawrence and LU athletics been for you
coming from a Division I program?
ME: For me, it was just what I needed. I was really fortunate to have
a spot on the Marquette team in the fall of 2013 for cross country, and
it was a lot of fun, but I discovered that I wasn’t quite ready to be able
to budget and balance my energy between the athletic demands there
and school. So that was kind of the main impetus for transferring
here, where I could find a better balance between academics and athletics. And so far, it’s been perfect. I get to work with a smaller team
and a coach who’s able to tailor things to the needs of each athlete,
and for me, that has been how many workouts can I do so I still have
energy left over for school.

GC: Coming into this season, did you have any idea you would
have this kind of success this early?
ME: Well, Conference maintains an honor roll of each event throughout the indoor and outdoor seasons, and for this race, there were six
guys within six seconds of each other leading the top six spots, and I
was number six. So heading into the race, I knew I had a shot. I knew
it was going to be a really tight race since all the guys had been performing really well. As far as coming into the season, it definitely was
my goal to earn a Conference title, but how it happened then and a
lot of things just lined up, and hopefully, it’s something I can do again.
GC: How do you plan to build off this win?
ME: Well, I think the first step is to take the next week a little easier—
kind of give myself a bit of a mental and physical break from the peak
of the indoor season, and then work towards continuing to build a
strong base for outdoors. March is the defining month for your entire
outdoor season since what you do then is going to positively or negatively impact the rest of your spring athletically. The focus for the next
few weeks is going to be pushing up to that level where I’m running
effectively and not over-doing it, but at the same time pushing to get
those optimal gains in my fitness and speed.

Baseball

Freshman Sportlight
Devin Ditto
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Where are you from? What
drew you to Lawrence?
Evanston, Ill. Coach Anderson
recruited me, so that’s how I found
out about it. Then I visited and it’s
a good school. It fit me academically and socially.
What sparked that initial interest in the sport?
My dad is a huge baseball

fan, so he wanted me to play. He
got me into it, he coached me my
whole life. It was because of him,
but I learned to love it.

The season hasn’t officially
started yet, but you guys are
practicing. How has that been
different than in high school?
It’s different in that everyone
on the team was one of the best
on their high school team so the
talent level is a notch above high
school. So that makes for more

Men’s Hockey
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

_____________________

The 2014-2015 hockey season was a trial of resilience for
the Lawrence University Vikings.
The season started all the way in
August with a team trip to Europe,
where the Vikings had success
against professional hockey teams
in Germany, Italy and Austria.
Going into the school year with
this unique experience motivating
them, the Vikings started working
in the fall to start the season out
strong.
Lawrence’s season opener
yielded encouraging results; in a
Halloween weekend series against
Concordia University Wisconsin,

the Vikings swept 6-2 and 4-2,
dominating offensively and starting the year on the right foot.
The following weekend, however,
Lawrence fell to Marian University
in the annual Battle of Highway
41. The all-or-nothing trend continued to the mid-November
home series against Northland
College, which the Vikings swept
with a 4-2 opener and a 5-4 overtime nail biter. The end of Fall
Term took Lawrence to UW-River
Falls and UW-Stout for a weekend
of non-conference competition.
The larger schools proved tough
competition for the Vikings, who
were defeated in both games.
The annual NCHA/MIAC
Thanksgiving Showdown took
place just after finals at Gustavus
Adolphus College. The Vikings
saw good results against two

competition.

What do you hope to bring to
the team this season?
Be a good teammate, and do
my job the best I can.

What are you most looking forward to this season?
The games, actually getting
to play. We’ve been practicing for
4 to 5 weeks now, so I’m getting
anxious to play.

What has your role in athletics
taught you about being academically successful?
Time management. Playing a
sport doesn’t leave a lot of time
for other things. I have to manage
my time so that I can get my stuff
done. It’s taught me to utilize my
time the best I can.
How have the seniors on the
team helped with transitioning from high school to college
sports?

STANDINGS
MEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
18-0
22-1
Monmouth
13-5
16-7
Grinnell
12-6
14-9
Ripon
12-6
15-8
Lake Forest
9-9
10-12
Lawrence
8-10
10-13
Cornell
7-11
8-15
Beloit
7-11
8-15
Carroll
6-12
9-14
Knox
4-14
6-17
Illinois
3-15
4-19
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
17-1
20-3
Carroll
13-5
16-7
Cornell
12-6
14-9
Illinois
11-7
14-9
Lake Forest
11-7
12-11
Knox
9-9
11-12
Monmouth
9-9
10-13
Grinnell
8-10
10-13
Beloit
7-11
8-15
Ripon
2-16
2-21
Lawrence
0-18
1-22
HOCKEY
TEAM		
Adrian		
St. Norbert		
Lake Forest		
MSOE		
Marian		
St. Scholastica		
Lawrence		
Concordia (Wis.)
Finlandia		
Northland		

OVR
16-1-1
13-4-1
12-5-1
11-7-0
9-8-1
8-8-2
6-12-0
4-14-0
4-14-0
3-13-2

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
March 4, 2015

All the seniors are really welcoming, and they’ve been very
helpful with the freshmen. We’ve
been hanging out a lot and they
have shown us the ropes with
the transition. They’ve done it for
three years now, so it’s helpful.

Season in Review
Minnesota Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference foes, tying Gustavus
3-3 and edging St. Olaf College
4-3. The Lawrence men had a few
weeks left before heading home
for the holidays, facing NCHA
powerhouse St. Norbert College in
a home-and-home series the first
weekend in December and traveling to UW-Eau Claire the next.
Unfortunately, the Vikings were
unable to hold their own against
the two high-ranked opponents,
recording three losses before
their two-week winter break.
After ringing in the new year
and returning to campus well
rested and ready to fight, the
Vikings faced a schedule loaded
with challenging opponents. The
first weekend back was spent in
Minnesota, taking on Concordia
University Minnesota and St.

John’s University. The Vikings
were defeated in both games but
quickly shook it off to look forward to the next weekend’s series
against conference rivals MSOE.
After losing the series opener
at home, the Vikings traveled to
Milwaukee to give it right back,
beating the Raiders 3-2 to break
the cold-weather losing streak.
Unfortunately, that success
was short-lived, as the Vikings
went on to lose the next three consecutive weekends. At the College
of St. Scholastica, the Vikings were
swept on the road; a home-andhome series against Lake Forest
College bore similar results, and
a weekend at home against NCHA
champions Adrian College was
hard-fought, but unsuccessful.
Over reading period, the Vikings
traveled to Finlandia University

to finish up the regular season.
Lawrence finally came out on top
in the series opener with a 2-1
victory, but returned home with
a split after falling in the second
game.
That win over Finlandia
secured the Vikings a spot in the
NCHA quarterfinals, where they
again challenged No. 2 seed St.
Norbert on the road. Despite putting up a good fight, the Vikings
were defeated in the first round
and ended their season with a
conference record of 6-12-0
(7-19-1 overall). This is a one
win improvement over last year’s
5-12-1 NCHA (6-19-2 overall)
record, and the Vikings are looking to continue that progress
towards an even more successful
2015-2016 season.
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Secret Places of Lawrence tour reveals school history
Anh Ta

Staff Writer

______________________________________________

Last Wednesday Feb. 25, 75 sophomores were in for a special treat: a Secret
Places of Lawrence tour, made available
only to sophomores. They visited the cupola on top of Main Hall, the maintenance tunnel connecting Memorial Hall with Wriston
Art Center, the Alice G. Chapman Teakwood
Room in Hurvis Center and the attic in
Ormsby Hall. Not only did tour-goers get
to visit and write their names down in the
cupola, these lucky few also learned about
the history of each tour spot, and connected
it to the greater history of Lawrence.
Due to popular demand, two of the
campus life-run tours were held. Led by
upperclassmen, each tour spot had a facilitator who would share a brief history of the
spot. With the exception of the Teakwood
Room in the Hurvis Center, all of the tour
destinations are out of bounds to students
all year round.
“The Teakwood Room is a direct transplant from Milwaukee-Downer College
when the two colleges were consolidated
in 1968,” explained Sara VanSteenbergen,
Campus Life Programs Coordinator and
organizer of the secret tour. “The room is
gorgeous…the history behind it demonstrates the connection Lawrence has with
Milwaukee-Downer College.”
The Teakwood Room used to be a
recreational lounge for students and faculty alike. Today, it is reserved for professors receiving their academic regalia and
degrees, and hence, not many students are
aware of the existence of the room or the
story behind it.
On the other hand, the cupola on top
of Main Hall has long been a symbol of
Lawrence and academic excellence. Going

up to the cupola and
leaving one’s name there
2.
before graduation has
been on the bucket list of
many students, but few
ever get the opportunity.
The tour gave some
members of the class
1.
of 2017 a chance to see
Lawrence from the eight
windows of the cupola, as
3.
well as write their names
down on the wooden
interior. This was more
than merely writing
names in whiteout, but a
symbolic gesture.
“For
decades,
Lawrentians have gone
up there to write their
names on the wood,”
said VanSteenbergen.
“Members of the class of
2017 were able to write
their names next to the
names of the people
from class of 1940. That
connected you through
2. The Teakwood Room, located in
1. Students were allowed
3. The attic of Ormsby Hall,
Lawrence with the past.
the Hurvis Center, where profesaccess to the inside of the
where students were able to
The idea that your alma
sors recieve their academic regalia
Lawrence cupola
leave their mark.
mater is so much bigand academic degrees.
ger than your four years
here is breathtaking.”
nizing the difficulties of sophomore year.
The significance of the cupola goes ment of the freshman year dies down.
“Sophomores are like the middle child The hope is that it also may get students
beyond symbolism. To many Lawrentians, it
is the place for them to anchor themselves of the family, we do not get a lot of atten- more interested in the history of their camhere at the college, feeling their connect- tion,” said sophomore Evelina Vang who pus.
“I wish they had more spots for us to
edness in an identity much bigger than took part on the tour. “I hope it is something
they will continue to do for sophomores go to,” said Vang. “I am pretty sure there
themselves.
The tour this year was exclusive to so freshmen can have something to look were more secret and cool places, and I
would love to know more.”
sophomores and will very likely stay that forward to.”
The tour is a chance for campus life to
way. It is one of the little perks that sophomores can look forward to, as the excite- show their support for sophomores, recog-
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Body Positivity Fair bolsters students’ self-confidence
Rachel Taber
Staff Writer

______________________________

On Friday, Feb. 27, All is One!
Empowering Young Women of Color (AIO)
held its Body Positivity Fair in the EschHurvis Room as the finale to its People
of Color Empowerment Week. People of
all types came to the campus center to
participate in activities focusing on body
positivity, and have a discussion on selfconsciousness.

Many groups participated, including
Beta Psi Nu, Delta Gamma, Kappa Alpha
Theta, Interfraternity Council and Downer
Feminist Council. Booths coordinated activities such as giving a compliment to someone, getting a compliment from someone,
writing a compliment to yourself and writing something that your body was able to
achieve for you today.
Similar to last year, AIO brought in
speakers to present as part of People of
Color Empowerment Week. However, they
also meet throughout the year to plan further events. “All is One also tries to do
smaller things—we have regular meetings

where we do workshops,” said sophomore
and social chair of AIO Mia Bowens.
Many of the women in the Beta Psi
Nu chapter at Lawrence helped plan this
event, including Bowens. “We thought [if
body positivity] is prevalent in our sorority
maybe other people are having this issue
too,” explained Bowens. “And sending this
out to the campus and other Greek organizations just seemed natural.”
Beta Psi Nu had a booth on how to not
deflect compliments, and instead accept
them. “I was just talking to a friend about
what I was going to do and directly after
that, we started a separate conversation

about compliments” Bowens said on the
creation of her booth. “I thought it was
a good idea to research and look at why
[people struggle to accept compliments]
and try to combat that.”
In the future, Bowens and others hope
for more body positivity awareness on campus. “This is the first body positivity fair
we’ve had, but hopefully in future, things
like this will be more advertised,” Bowens
said.
“Since there’s so much time made for
stress here on this campus, we need to actually schedule time to be positive, and look
at ourselves and be positive,” said Bowens.

The demonstrations are designed to
be “flashy with an artistic element so that
you’re visually stimulated,” said Martin. The
children enjoy the flashy nature of the demonstrations, which gets them more interested in the science side of it.
Third through sixth graders are the
targeted audience because “there is still
an awe factor, but we can give them some
explanation,” explained Thibault. Older kids
tend to be less interested in demos and kids
younger than 10 have a hard time comprehending the science behind it. Most of the
Bomb Squad’s shows are at local schools
where they can bring the science to kids in
the ideal range.
Martin also sees college students as a
good group to engage kids because “we’re
still students and we’re seen as role models
for what [kids] are doing as students.” At
demonstrations, kids can ask questions of
the demonstrators about what it’s like to
study science and what types of careers the
members are interested in pursuing after
Lawrence.
The Bomb Squad is planning to share
their interest in science with Lawrentians
during Spring Term with a Chemistry Day.
Martin explained that “in class, we’re doing

high level stuff and a lot of it’s theoretical,”
so interactive demonstrations can be a way
to excite “the little kid that’s in all of us.”
The event will occur in early Spring Term in
the science hall atrium.

Anyone interested in science or working with children can reach out to the Bomb
Squad via email. The club holds weekly
meetings where demonstrations are experimented with to achieve the best results.

Bomb Squad hosts science show at the Building for Kids
Nalee Praseutsack
Staff Writer

______________________________

The Bomb Squad, a Lawrence
University club geared towards getting
children interested in science, held an
event at The Building for Kids on Saturday,
Feb. 28. The club works towards planning
more shows and getting more Lawrentians
involved.
“The goal of the Bomb Squad is to
get kids excited about science,” said Kali
Thibault, a junior and co-president of the
club. Through demonstrations, the club
tries to get kids interested in what science
can do and share some of the explanation
behind it. Junior and co-president Charlie
Martin said, “I just want kids with the
potential to be scientists to get excited
about science sooner so that they can be
excited about it their whole lives.”
At the Building for Kids event, club
members did eight demonstrations, including a luminal reaction and changing the
color of flames by burning different substances. They also helped kids make volcanoes using baking soda and vinegar.

Commencement
continued from page 1

Fisk University, he organized sit-in demonstrations at lunch counters in Nashville,
Tenn. to protest segregation.
Zwerg, an Appleton native, met Lewis
while on a one-semester exchange program
at Fisk University from his alma mater,
Beloit College. He joined SNCC along with
Lewis and participated in lunch counter sitins and movie theater stand-ins. Zwerg was
one of ten Freedom Riders awarded with
the prestigious Freedom Award by Martin

Around the World
continued from page 3

their majors, and it’s just the Waseda name
that matters.
Waseda is also a commuter college, so
it can be very hard to socialize. No one lives
on campus, and, if you did want to socialize,
you had to go to bars and risk missing your
last train home. I was lucky that I still knew
students who had studied at Lawrence during my sophomore year and were still at
Waseda.
A lot of the perceptions Americans
have of Japanese culture are actually of very
small subcultures. Lolita fashion can only
be found in a couple places in Tokyo. Even
things that are popular in the US like anime
or manga are not very popular in Japan. I
know more about anime and manga than a
number of the Waseda students.
What do you think is a big difference
between Japan and the US?
There’s the stereotype of the Japanese

Luther King, Jr. and the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference in 1961.
Lewis will deliver the principal address
at the 165th graduation ceremony. This
weekend, Mar. 6-8, Lewis will be part of
a delegation of over 90 members of congress who will visit Alabama for ceremonies commemorating the 50 anniversary
of “Bloody Sunday,” when state troopers
attacked marchers on Selma’s Edmund
Pettus bridge. Lewis is the only person to
have received the John F. Kennedy “Profile
In Courage Award” for lifetime achievement.

being very polite, and it is in some way
true. I had been to South Korea before I
went to Japan, and I remember thinking,
“oh, these people suppress their emotions
so much,” and then I went to Japan, and it
was more extreme. But this is compared
to the US, where we show our emotions so
much more.
In Korea, there is no taboo against
physical contact among girls or among
guys, although inter-gender contact is still
discouraged. I got used to girls and guys
walking arm in arm, or always touching
each other in some way. But in Japan there
is none of that, even among people of the
same gender.
What is a big similarity?
A shared love for Starbucks! I think the
emphasis on having a successful career is
very similar. Other than that, the Japanese
and the Americans do very similar things
for fun: eating out, going to parks, seeing
films, shopping. Other than some obvious
differences, the societies are fairly similar.

The Bomb Squad helped Appleton-area students learn about chemistry.
Photo by Billy Liu

Troesken lecture
continued from page 2

ject matter. Professor Gerard described the
colloquium as an opportunity “to engage
with the scholar they have been reading for
the past eight weeks.”
Organizers noted that the turnout at
the event was exactly as they had expected,
although Gerard noted that an audience’s
size is less important than its engagement:
“I prefer an audience that is interested and
engaged any time over a large audience

sleeping in the aisles.”
Many raised questions after the lecture about the implications of Troesken’s
argument. Sophomore Regina Cornish said
she “liked the theory and evidence that
Federalism doesn’t necessarily mean that
there will be a good system in place, so in a
way federalism can cause disease.” Her only
complaint was that the 45-minute lecture
was too short to fully explicate Professor
Troesken’s points.

Girl Scout Cookie Pick-up
March 9, 10 and 12—5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Warch Campus Center by Mailroom

Cash, Check or Credit Cards
$3.50 per box

Questions – text 920-738-3905
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Poet Angela Sorby entices with insightful social commentary
Terese Swords

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

A large crowd gathered in
the Warch Campus Center last
Thursday, Feb. 26, as award winning poet Angela Sorby gave a
short poetry reading. Sorby, an
associate professor of English
at Marquette University, is the
author of three poetry collections: “Distance Learning” (New
Issues, 1998), “Bird Skin Coat”
(Wisconsin, 2009) and “The
Sleeve Waves (Wisconsin, 2014).
Sorby’s poetry collections
have been a collective success
and her poetry is recognized with
multiple awards. In 2009, Marilyn
Nelson selected “Bird Skin Coat”
as the winner of the Brittingham
Prize in poetry, and her new-

est poetry selection, “The Sleeve
Waves,” was awarded the Felix
Pollak Prize in Poetry in 2014.
The English department sponsored the reading, which is the
first in the Mia Paul Poetry Series
this year.
Assistant Professor of English
Melissa Hope Range, introduced
Sorby stating, “ I love her poetry’s sneak attack rhymes, razor
intelligence, grappling ironies,
and the ability to bend an idea
into a direction you didn’t think
the poem was going to go.” Sorby,
standing with a stack of poems in
hand, assured the audience that
she would keep her poetry reading to less than fifteen minutes.
Her poems utilized different poetic forms such as rhyme, metaphor
and ekphrasis—poetry describing

art.

The landscape of Sorby’s
poetry is present within a “real
life” setting. Her poems comically,
yet poignantly portray the emotions of living in today’s world.
For example, the third poem she
read, “The Diagnosis,” addresses
her past frustration of listening to
other parents who are oblivious
to the fact her son has never been
invited to a birthday party, complain about the inconvenience of
buying presents.
“They x his name/ off their
kid-party/ guest lists/they are
totally. Fucking. Meticulous.”
While her poetry is funny—for
instance the above line describing parents in “The Diagnosis”
elicited roaring laughter from the
crowd—underneath the comedy

her poems offer thoughtful social
commentary. In the case of “The
Diagnosis,” Sorby reflects upon
the exasperation and anger felt
by a mother whose child is never
socially included.
Sorby stated she writes her
poetry with an image in mind
before she knows what the theme
or “idea” of the poem is going to
be. This descriptive imagery is
apparent in the ekphrastic poem
she read, “The Thorne Rooms,”
which describes the tiny dollhouses on display at the Art Institute of
Chicago. This poem is a favorite of
fifth-year Andrea Parmentier, who
commented, “She uses the poem
to say so much and bring her own
experience of viewing the art to
the reader.” Before reading the
poem aloud, Sorby noted that she

has always had a life-long love of
dolls and called for an end to “doll
shaming” people who like to collect and admire them.
When I asked Andrea what
she thought about the deeper
meaning of “The Thorne Rooms,”
she said, “Sorby comments on
how women are crowded out
of men’s spaces and while they
can still have power, their power
is concentrated into a smaller
space.” Sorby was able to portray
the exhibited miniature dollhouses within the poem while also
adding her own meaning by commenting on women living within a
patriarchal society.

Christian Messier, junior Christian
Carroll and freshman Christina
Hanson, respectively. They were
much more traditional than the
other pieces in the program, but
still showcased beautiful textures
and refined lyricism.
After these three was sophomore Dominic Ellis’ piece for clarinet, bass clarinet and piano. What
set apart his piece from the others
was Ellis’ use of silence. In the
six minute piece, there was about
a minute of silence, rationed
through the duration, with one
moment lasting fourteen seconds.
It’s not often composers use this
much silence, but in “Automata,”
it was incredibly effective, toying
with the psychoacoustics of the

listener.
Sophomore Nebal Maysaud’s
song “Holy Doubts and Empty
Prayers” for soprano voice and
piano closed the first half of the
concert. The piece dealt with the
idea of being spiritual without
being religious and Maysaud’s
thoughts on that. He incorporated
various texts and his own personal experiences to compose it.
Two out of three of the pieces
from the second half of the concert
were composed by junior David
Voss. The first was for violin, cello,
double bass and percussion and
had a broken, yet grooving feel
to it. Overall, it consisted of many

LSO concert unveils Composition studio showcases
student’s composition inexhaustible skill, creativity
Anastasia Skliarova
Staff Writer

__________________________

A sizeable audience awaiting the evening’s performance
filled the Lawrence Memorial
Chapel on Saturday, Feb. 28 at 8
p.m. As per usual, the Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra (LSO) drew
a crowd that ran the gamut of ages
and interests—Conservatory students and non-connies alike came
to support the group and were
rewarded with diverse repertoire
and passionate playing.
The theme of the concert was
“Classics Old and New” and aptly
encapsulated the breadth of the
evening’s works. The first piece
of the concert, “Schism,” was also
the work’s premiere performance.
“Schism” was composed by senior
viola performance and composition double major Nicolas Bizub
in 2014 and made for a dramatic
opening.
Andrew Mast, conductor and
director of bands and orchestra,
welcomed the audience and introduced Bizub as the LSO Orchestral
Composition Award winner of
2014. According to Mast, “Schism”
is “a piece that deserves many,
many, many performances,” and
he was visibly proud of the work.
After Mast’s introduction,
Bizub took the stage to describe

his work. He said that his reason
for writing “Schism,” like many
of his other works, “is to explore
and understand an experience I
have had in my own life. For me,
music has always really been a
language that captures the core of
the emotional, human emotional
experience.”
The reaction to Bizub’s
work was warm and effusive;
he received a lengthy standing
ovation from those touched by
“Schism.” This piece, the explanation of its origins and its performance all comprised an emotional
experience that was made all the
more poignant by the very vulnerability that engendered it.
When asked about his reaction to the premiere performance,
Bizub said, “Saturday’s concert is
a moment that I will never forget
in my life. It is amazing to me that
I am able to share experiences I’ve
had in my life through a medium
that can so directly impact those
who are there to listen.”
Bizub also commented upon
the transformative nature of practice, saying “the whole process of
watching the piece go from the
first rehearsal to performance
was such an emotional experience. Now that it has been performed I feel like I can breathe
again, but I also feel so much more

See page 11

Izzy Yellen
Staff Writer

________________________

It’s not often one has a chance
to see many of their classmates’
compositions performed, but on
Thursday, February 26, about half
of the composition studio was
featured in a recital in Harper
Hall. The concert had a myriad of
intriguing pieces, covering many
genres.
While I would love to write a
lot about each piece, I simply don’t
have the space to do so. However,
the recording of the entire concert
will be available to listen to in the
library. I hope you can do so and
hear the talent of your peers.
The concert opened with
“ohm,” a piece for soprano saxophone and electronics composed
by sophomore Jason Koth. It had
an ethereal sound and calming
minimalism akin to Brian Eno’s
ambient music or Aphex Twin’s
“Selected Ambient Works Volume
II.” While all the pieces had different instrumentations, this
piece stood out the most sonically
due to its unique combination of
acoustic and electric timbres.
It was followed by two art
songs—solo voice and piano—and
an oboe solo with piano accompaniment, composed by freshman

See page 9
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Art House presents eclectic, impressive student talent
Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

__________________________

I was lost. I was supposed
to cover Art House’s End of the
Month exhibition, but on the way
there I’d forgotten exactly how to
get to Art House. I was just about
to give up when I heard a sound.
Cool waves of synthesizer
washed over my ears, and I followed the sound. It wasn’t recorded, but being performed by senior
Alex Babbitt. I found the house
and realized it was right in front
of me all along.
Such was the power of the
show at Art House that eventful
Saturday. Even if you didn’t know
where you were, you would make
your way there somehow.
After the electronica came

singer-songwriter
freshman
Madeleine Moran, using the same
piano the electronica artist had
used. It gave a mysterious, alluring
sense of community to the show,
of art that continued and built
on what came before. A woman
singing about the end of fairytales
had just as much in common as
electronica splashing out into the
crowd.
Vocal emphasis continued
with junior Margaret McNeal and
junior Jon Hanrahan, performing
an excerpt from the “time” aria
from Act I of “The Tender Land”
by Aaron Copland. It was only a
single phrase “Time Grew Heavy
and Slow” repeated ad infinitum,
with the piano playing the same
line. As the song continued, they
slowed down the excerpt more
and more until it was like watching a video in slow motion. If it

sounds silly, it absolutely wasn’t:
Everyone was captivated until the
very last refrain, when they went
as slow as possible just to make
the audience laugh.
After that came sophomore
Willa Johnson and sophomore
Sam Pratt, of the delightfully
named group Hippie Bullshit, an
audiovisual improv team made up
of a saxophonist and a painter.
One painted on the wall as the
other improvised on the saxophone. Or was it the other way
around, the painter improvising
to the music of her partner? Either
way, the result was captivating.
After a break to set up everything, we were treated to sludge/
grind/noise hellions Stiff Towels.
They only had one amp, but it
sounded like they had six. The
real showcase is not song here but
sound, and it sounded like a tidal

wave made of wolves. In other
words, it was totally awesome.
Lastly, but certainly not least,
was the Sk8 City High School All
Star Jazz Band, a band consist-

ing of Ridley Tankersley, Christian
Carroll and Pratt.
After an introduction where a
blazer was thrown on my face and

See page 11
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:

JAZMIN ASTWOOD

Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer

______________________

A school community like
Lawrence is interesting in that
it demands a lot of its members.
If not for the academic demands
alone, students also tend to
dedicate swaths of their time
to numerous extracurriculars as
well. In living such a hectic lifestyle, it is important to not lose
sight of things. Introspection is
important. Look back on your
past. Examine your roots and
reflect on how they influence
who you are today.
Senior government and
theatre double major Jazmin
Astwood wrote a play, titled
“Making Peace with Myself,” in
which she explores such themes.
A one-person show that creates
a dialogue with the audience,
Astwood’s work promises many
insights from her own experiences that will remind us of
what is important in life.
Growing up in the Bronx
in New York City, Astwood has
held a lifelong enthusiasm for
the performing arts. She recalls
some of her earliest memories
belting out songs from atop
her grandma’s coffee table. Her
school was essentially the real
life equivalent of the school in
the movie “Fame.” She enrolled
in Latin dance classes and vari-

ous choirs, which helped her
develop a strong classical background. This in turn developed
into an appreciation of musical
theatre and jazz, which again
in turn developed into a love of
theatre.
There is nothing in the
world that Astwood would like
to be more than an actor. Her
interests here lie in how visceral and real an actor can make
emotions despite it all being a
performance.
“I feel that we have become
such an unfeeling world,” she
explained, “emotions are the
bane of everybody’s existence.
So my goal as an actor is to make
everybody feel something.”
“I’m telling them this story:
This is me, these are the questions I have about myself, and
you’re coming along for the line.”
Although her play is a more
intimate study of Astwood’s own
family background, she is most
interested in performing melodrama. Melodrama is defined as
“when the ego goes against a
fathomable society and loses.”
This often involves the protagonist getting into socially unacceptable situations and coming
out the worse for it. She cites
“Murder in Green Meadows” as
an example. She loves dramatic tension of the characters in
these sorts of plays. They are
flawed and very human characters, and in embodying such

human imperfections the actor
is able to open up various interesting interpretations.
Astwood began writing
“Making Peace with Myself”
while studying abroad in Ireland
at the Gaiety School of Acting.
She has since expanded it into
her senior experience. The
play explores the experience of
growing up as a third generation
Afro-Latina woman in America.
Astwood traces memories of
her mother and grandmother,
touching upon themes of how
the intersectionality of race and
ethnicity affects family dynamics.
Her play is told in a conversational style despite being
monologue-driven. Voiceovers
and photography carry the plot
forward and turn it more into a
dialogue with the audience. An
intimate portrayal of Astwood’s
past and family, the play will
likely inspire similar feelings of
introspection within audience
members, reminding them of
the lessons they were taught and
the experiences they have gone
through.
While theatre is certainly
Astwood’s passion, she is also
fond of government and politics.
As she loves to argue, her whole
family believed that she would
grow up to be a lawyer. She is
interested in international relations, in seeing how different
places run differently. This has

led her to consider joining the
FBI or becoming an ambassador
if all else fails in her theatre
career.
Astwood was LUCC’s parliamentarian during the Canfield
administration, is a Posse scholar, a bartender at the Viking
Room, a tour guide and RLM
of Sankofa House. She is also a
member of Sigma Alpha Iota,
Beta Psi Nu, AIO Empowering
Women of Color and BSU.
After graduation, Astwood
hopes to enter her play into the

New York International Fringe
Festival and perform it there.
She will in the meantime move
to a smaller theatre scene, gain
recognition, network, get her
footing in the theatre world and
then move to one of the larger
theatre scenes in either New
York City or Los Angeles to make
it big.
So come see “Making Peace
with Myself” at 8 p.m. on March
13th or 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. on the
14 in the Cloak Theater.

Photo by Liz Landes

IGLU, Creative Writing Club collaborate in Math themed show
Emma Arnesen

Staff Writer
____________________________________

On Wednesday, Feb. 25, the
Improvisation Group of Lawrence
University (IGLU) performed students’ original work, combining
mathematics, poetry and musical interpretations in eight short
musical compositions.
IGLU is an ensemble dedicated to improvising in various musical styles, including rock, 20th
century classical, Arabic taqasim,
jazz, electronic and Korean sinawi
music. In collaboration with
Lawrence University’s Creative
Writing Club and Visiting Assistant
Professor of Mathematics Luke
Wolcott, the musical performance
was designed to give the audience
a creative outlook in understanding the mathematical experience.
The
performance
was
intended to be a “creative offshoot” of a larger research project
of Wolcott’s. In a 2013 survey, he
asked students questions such as:
“When mathematicians do mathe-

Comp. Studio

continued from page 8

strange, but alluring sounds. His
second piece, a Pablo Neruda
poem set to music was quite dif-

matics, what is it like? What images do they see in their minds, with
what colors, shapes or textures?
Do mathematical objects make
sounds?” The students’ responses
were then given to the Creative
Writing Club.
Along with Visiting Assistant
Professor of English Austin Segrest
and Interlibrary Loan Assistant
Andrew McSorley, the club’s writers were able to craft six poems
that integrated the answers from
the survey. As Wolcott mentioned
in the performance’s program
notes, the poems were then given
to IGLU to “serve as a catalyst for
musical explorations.”
IGLU is made up of a wide
range of students and instruments, from electronics, voice,
percussion, to the violin, didgeridoo and trumpet. For each composition, the poem would be read
aloud and the instruments would
create their own interpretations
through musical expression. The
instruments acted as a response
to the poetry, producing sound

effects that were not always traditional. For example, for the
first composition, cellist Louis
Weissert used his bow to play
underneath the bridge, which created a very unique sound.
Similarly for the fourth poem,
the reader talked softly into the
mic and even used the voice
changer to create echoing effects.
Even though the music did not
necessarily follow a certain pattern and the choice of instruments
sometimes clashed, the reader
and musical accompaniment were
able to fabricate creative sounds
and images for the audience.
President of the Lawrence
Creative Writing Club Jess Morgan
stated that she was somewhat
familiar with IGLU’s style of music
beforehand, but was pleasantly
surprised by the group’s amusing interpretation of some of the
poems.
“The musical choices that
were made and the way that the
speaker presented the character
of the poems added an unantici-

pated humor that I really enjoyed,”
Morgan stated.
Morgan’s original poem,
“The Images that Math Makes,”
was comprised of many different musical expressions. From
the classical violin playing along
with the improvised strum of the
electric guitar and tapping foot
on the floor, the group was able
to generate images of color, texture, and “fuzzy abstract matter”
for the audience members. Even
the reader used a piece of paper
to cover the mic, adding another
distinctive element to the performance.
Morgan explained that she
really enjoyed “the liberty [IGLU]
took with repeating and adding
space between the lines of the
poems”. Sometimes the music
would overlap and even drown
out the speaker, but the layering
and timing of the instrumental
and voice components expressed
the group’s originality and ability
to ad-lib the poetry.
Morgan’s familiarity with

music and spoken-word poetry
from her music and English double major allowed her to appreciate the way the performance
incorporated the two different
subjects. The musical compositions not only answered the questions to Wolcott’s survey, but also
allowed the audience to imagine
and feel the different senses produced by the music.
The greatest thing that she
learned from the performance,
Morgan stated, was “a new awareness of the number of ways that
music and language could be
used.” Inspired by the outcome
of the concert, she stated that
she was overcome with ideas for
future collaborations with other
student organizations. The performance proved to be a success,
not only by engaging students
with different interests, but by
introducing and emphasizing the
importance of interdisciplinary
learning.

ferent. The soprano and tenor
voices, accompanied by organ,
provided pleasing harmonies that
sounded a bit folky. Hearing two
contrasting pieces from the same
composer displayed Voss’ keen
ear and versatility.

The penultimate composition, “Flicker,” was a driving piece
composed by sophomore Isaac
Mayhew. Composed for alto saxophone and marimba, the piece
displayed a wonderful blend of
contemporary classical music and

Middle Eastern-sounding music.
Both instruments accompanied
each other, instead of one being
the solo, creating a balanced and
full sound. It was very enjoyable
and relaxing to listen to.
The recital was a fantastic

experience to see and hear. I, and
the rest of the audience, were
given a glimpse as to what they all
do outside of the practice rooms
and rehearsals.
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LETTER FROM THE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Do something worthwhile over spring break
Aubrey Klein
Staff Writer

To the Readers:

________________________

In this last issue for The Lawrentian’s 2014–15 Editorial Board, I could say that we have reached
the culmination of a year’s hard work, but that would be implying a false end. It’s always tempting to
imagine that whatever you’re a part of is incapable of continuing on without you, but I’m actually very
comforted by the fact that The Lawrentian will continue to thrive long after we’ve all left Lawrence. Each
new Editorial Board strives to continue improving our quality of coverage, and over the past year, we’ve
consciously worked to further establish The Lawrentian as a trustworthy news source. I’m optimistic
in handing over control of the paper to junior Zach Ben-Amots, under whose watchful eye I hope The
Lawrentian will continue to inspire conversation and action on campus and beyond.
Even though I’ve spent almost every single Wednesday night of my Lawrence career helping put The
Lawrentian together, I’m still amazed by the fact that we’re able to create a 12-page paper each week.
From all the dedicated writers and photographers covering sporting events, music performances, student features and breaking news to editors carefully removing every last Oxford comma, The Lawrentian
fully depends upon dedication and collaboration. I found my home here at The Lawrentian during my
time at Lawrence, and I can only hope that it remains to be a welcoming and accepting organization.

What I have been most proud of this past year has been seeing, and being able to showcase, the
level of engagement and passion that students share for important social and political issues that affect
our lives. Just this past Winter Term, we saw LUCC’s Committee on Diversity Affairs (CODA) and Black
Student Union organize a Die-In at the Warch Campus Center to raise awareness for the unjust killings
of Black Americans. Students for Justice in Palestine held a panel on the history of Israel-Palestine relations. CODA and Sankofa house hosted a discussion on race and racism in the media.
Students are actively generating news and effecting change, which is what we exist to support. The
Lawrentian is proud to serve our fellow students’ efforts and to further foster these important conversations. As the new 2015–16 Editorial Board of The Lawrentian takes over, I look forward to following the
journeys of my fellow classmates and seeing where else the news will take us.
-- Emily Zawacki

Editor-in-Chief, 2014–15

The role of race in Chicago police’s abuse of power
Danny Davis
Managing Editor

________________________

A Chicago Police Department
(CPD) detainment facility located
at Homan Square has recently
raised questions about the way
the department handles detainees. A key issue is that many suspects are taken to the facility and
detained there for excessive periods of time without being able to
contact lawyers, family or friends.
Essentially, suspects brought to
Homan Square disappear for up
to 48 hours before being charged
and detained longer, or released.
Homan Square gained notoriety when three individuals protesting the 2012 NATO summit
were arrested and detained at
the facility. The CPD denied the
arrests for hours after the suspects had been detained, delaying the detainees’ access to legal
counsel for a full 24 hours.
The CPD has been accused
and, in several cases, found guilty
of torturing suspects in the past.
In 2010, CPD detective and commander Jon Burge was found
guilty of running a suspect torture
ring in various parts of the city.
For nearly 30 years, Jon Burge
used electric shock, blunt objects
and mock executions to torture
African American suspects.
In 1989, Andrew Wilson
accused Burge of torturing him.
Despite bodily injuries that clearly demonstrated that Wilson had
been tortured in Burge’s custody,
Burge was not indicted. A second
torture case was brought against
Burge in 2006; once again, he was
not indicted.
It took community activists,
lawyers and religious leaders in
Chicago more than 30 years of

working through legal hurdles
presented by pro-cop judges, institutional barriers to justice and the
fraternal order of the police to
hold a high-ranking Chicago cop
accountable for his actions.
Though police abuse of
minorities exists in many large
cities, this sort of unequal treatment of black detainees gives
Chicago’s African American community— and the entire city, for
that matter—all the more reason
to distrust the CPD. A relationship
as broken as the one between the
citizens of Chicago and its police
department not only damages the
people it unfairly hurts; it damages the city as a whole.
There’s no denying that
urban decay is a serious problem
in Chicago. The city’s historically
discriminatory housing strategies
have placed poor black residents
in an impossibly difficult situation. Black residents in Chicago
have little economic mobility, and
the abusive practices of the police
make this even worse.
The CPD has a responsibility to ensure the safety and
well-being of all of its residents.
Torture rings and the fraternal
order of the police exemplify a
system of policing that instead
seeks to eliminate symptoms of
urban decay rather than tackling
it at its roots. By establishing torture rings and detaining suspects
at unconstitutional, zero-communication sites, the CPD is exacerbating two serious problems.
First, because previous police
abuse cases have involved primarily minorities, we have every reason to believe that these practices
disproportionately affect minorities, as does policing in general
across the country. By detaining suspects in environments
that deny access to legal counsel, friends or family, the depart-

ment already stacks the odds
overwhelmingly against suspects’
favor. This reinforces the institutional hurdles that Chicago’s black
community has to overcome to
achieve economic mobility and
relief from the struggles associated with urban decay. This is true
both for those who are charged
with crimes and those who are
not.
Second, the police establishes
a regular practice of unconstitutional policing strategies. In major
cities, there are many incidents
in which rogue police units commit abuses without their department’s consent and are only disciplined internally. Cops may argue
that this sort of work is necessary
for the police to do their jobs.
However, by allowing these abuses to go on, there’s no incentive
for the police to search for alternative law enforcement strategies
to replace the everyday “bag ‘n’
tag” that goes on in Chicago’s poor,
black neighborhoods.
Rather than continue to
find the most destructively efficient way to process Chicago’s
minorities to prevent the spread
of crime, the CPD should instead
focus its efforts on alleviating poverty at one of its sources—young
black Chicagoans in rough neighborhoods that are drawn into a
cycle of poverty and crime.
The CPD needs to end practices that unfairly target minorities. The unequal treatment of
minorities in the legal system
directly contributes to the economic disadvantages within those
communities that contribute to
urban decay in the first place.
Unfortunately, the abuse conducted by the CPD is more of a visible
and ugly symbol of the city’s character than its architecture, culture
or citizens ever could be.

Spring break for American
college students has earned a
reputation as one long, alcoholinfused beach party. Whether it’s
Cancun or Panama City Beach,
college students from all over,
including Lawrence students, will
soon be packing up and making
their way to some of the biggest
party destinations in the U.S. For
some, a vacation that gives in to
vice and self-indulgence is the
definition of fun.
After a long term of hard
work, some people love to let
loose with lots of partying and
plenty of booze; as long as it is
done safely, I see nothing wrong
with this if it’s what you want to
do. But many students already
drink and party plenty throughout the term, and the thought of
spending a whole week doing so
sounds absolutely exhausting.
In many ways, the quintessential spring break replicates the
same experiences you can already
have on campus, just transferred
from a frat house basement to a
warm southern beach—although
that does sound like a legitimate
upgrade. But what if you’re sick
of hard partying and heavy drinking, and would rather spend your
break some other way?
Spring break is full of way
more possibilities than what
we’re used to seeing in spring
break-themed movies or other
friends’ Facebook albums. In fact,
this image is already changing,
and I’ve found that I’m just as likely to encounter someone heading
to Panama City Beach as someone pursuing some version of an
alternative spring break—one
that prioritizes giving fried brains
and exhausted bodies a chance to
refresh and recharge.
I’m really pleased that oncampus student groups provide
Lawrence students with alternative spring break options. One
way to go is volunteering: Habitat
for Humanity offers a spring
break build trip open to all of
campus, and this year, they are
going to Arizona. There, they will
get the same warmth and sunshine of the beach, while performing actions that are selfless rather
than selfish.
It’s very uplifting to know
that students want to use their
time off to help others. While
they may not get as much bodily
rest as they might want, pursuing a volunteering opportunity is
a chance to clear your mind of
your own anxieties and school
performance, and reflect on other
people’s experiences.
Outdoor Recreation Club
also offers an amazing slate of
trips each year. Some of this year’s
destinations include backpacking in the Ozarks, kayaking on
the Rio Grande and camping on
Cumberland Island, Georgia—all
for around or less than $200.
Getting out into nature is a
great way to clear your head after
a term of cramming vocabulary
words and concepts. The benefits
of exploring a new place, immers-

ing yourself in nature and meeting
new people is—by my estimation
at least—a nearly perfect way to
spend spring, or any other break.
It should be noted that the
sign-up deadlines for the above
trips have passed, but there is
always next year. And since the
rosters fill up quickly, now it
can be on your radar early on or
maybe even inspiring you to join
in on some of these groups’ other
activities throughout the year.
In the event that you miss
the sign-up for a trip offered by
on-campus groups and don’t
make any other more elaborate
plans, impromptu road trips are
a really fun way to spend a break.
There’s a reason that the road trip
occupies a nostalgic place in in
America’s culture. Driving costs
much less than flying, and if you
split gas costs among friends it’s
an even better deal. You can have
a destination in mind or not—
spontaneity makes for memorable
experiences.
If you don’t have a lot of extra
money to spend, a minimized
version of the road trip can also
be a great idea. Just get a group
of friends together and go on a
tour of each other’s hometowns.
Since many Lawrentians hail from
the surrounding states, you can
get to your destination in only a
few hours’ drive, and you save on
lodging costs by crashing on your
friends’ couches.
Have them take you on a tour
around town and show you their
favorite local hangouts. You’re
bound to discover something new,
and exploring places that aren’t
top tourist destinations is cheap
and hassle-free.
The last option for spring
break is to go home and binge
watch Netflix for ten days or
finally put a dent in your reading
list. While it might not be exciting
enough for some, I find the prospect of ten straight days of relaxation and general laziness plenty
appealing. After you graduate,
when else will you get the chance
to stay in your pajamas all day and
catch up on several weeks’ worth
of leisure activities?
While I won’t judge anyone
for taking the traditional route to
spring break, I think it’s refreshing
to experience other options that
you’ll always remember, rather
than ones you might forget. While
it may be too late to change your
plans for the upcoming break,
you can always start planning for
next year. Spring break should be
a chance to heal the mind and
body from the stresses of a rigorous academic life, and to take the
opportunity to do something that
you may not ever get the chance
to do again.
So instead of more of the
same, you may think about elevating your spring break to the
next level—dedicating your time
to help others, soul-searching on
a mountain hike or taking some
unadulterated time for yourself.
And in the midst of Spring Term,
when homework has piled up,
stress is imminent and all seems
lost, you can look back on those
blissful ten days, and breathe a
sigh of relief at the memory.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided
by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Finding your place after athletics
Margaret Johnson
Staff Writer

____________________________________

I don’t know exactly when
it was that I became an “athlete,”
but somewhere between fourth
grade community programs and
college varsity athletics, I evolved
into one. That was my label, my
identifier. Throughout my academic career I had always been
involved in a variety of things,
but athletics was a primary staple
that followed me throughout my
education. Before I knew it, athletics had taken over a large part
of my life and played a great role
in influencing my character and
social life.
I don’t remember athletics
ever being a passion of mine, however. It was just something that
I did. And it wasn’t that I didn’t
enjoy it—I did. But I didn’t have
that raw enthusiasm and craving
to play that so many players did.
I was never in love with the game.
As a child, it was simply an
activity to get me out of the house
to socialize with other kids. And
then I played the next year. And
the next, and the next. Soon, it
was just understood that I would
play because that’s who I was—a
player, an athlete. Playing sports
was what I did; when I was given
the opportunity to play basketball in college, it was understood
that I would take that opportunity,
because that’s what I did. I played
basketball.
Don’t misunderstand me; I
was grateful and still remain fully
grateful for my experience and
for the strong friendships I created over those three years in
college as well as all the years I
spent playing while growing up.
Nonetheless, I often found myself
wondering what else I could be. If
I wasn’t an athlete, would I have
become someone else? What
would my label have been?
In high school, I wouldn’t
have dreamt of quitting athlet-

LSO Concert
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connected to each musician in the
LSO.”
The next portion of the program was devoted to Maurice
Ravel’s “Le Tombeau de Couperin,”
a collection of four movements
dedicated to the memory of
Ravel’s friends who had died
fighting in World War I. Although
each movement is reverent of the
departed, they seem light; when
contemporaries of Ravel inquired

LUCC

continued from page 1
Life Committee] were not for this
legislation…but administration
who proposed it continued to
press the issue, which is why it
was brought to general council.”
Amy Uecke, Associate Dean
of Students for Campus Life,
responded that Campus Life
“felt comfortable turning [housing authority] over to students,
instead of administration…it
made sense for us to put that into
the coffers of the Residence Life
Committee, so that they could…
come up with some legislation.”
While she agreed that Campus
Life had had a role in writing the
housing legislation, “the whole

ics. Coming from a town of 1,500,
there wasn’t much else to do, and
the small town culture was so
entrenched in athletics that playing sports was just something you
and all your friends did.
Playing college basketball, on
the other hand, was a much bigger
step than I had anticipated. The
physical and mental exhaustion
was something I had never experienced, nor was it something I
was ever fully able to adapt to.
So I quit. And it was probably the
most difficult thing I had to do.
I’d never quit anything in my life,
with maybe the exception of my
exit from Girl Scouts when I realized you do more selling of the
cookies than eating them.
I had been buying into the
negative stigma surrounding quitting my entire life. As an athlete,
perhaps the most important message drilled into your head is that
you never quit under any circumstances—you don’t quit on your
teammates, you don’t give less
than 100 percent when you step
on that court. That had always
been my frame of mind. But it
became all too much and I began
doubting that frame of mind,
finally acknowledging that quitting was an option.
When I discussed quitting
with my coach, she acknowledged
that our priorities change, and
that it is just a part of growing up.
We change.
The things that we value and
enjoy don’t necessarily become
any less important to us, but new
things begin to take a greater
precedence. I feel that’s a lesson
many Lawrentians neglect to realize, just as I did for years.
As Lawrentians, we’ve always
been the over-achievers, the ones
who juggle multiple extra-curriculars and interests on top of our
challenging course-work. We’re
individuals that have shown a
strong commitment and dedication to a multiplicity of aspects
throughout our lives while simul-

taneously striving to do even
more.
But it’s important to take a
step back and take note of your
own mental state. I don’t believe
most Lawrence students fall into
the quality vs. quantity binary,
leaning only toward one or the
other. In fact, our efforts can often
be described as extending quality
across the quantity of activities
we participate in—a valiant effort
that often leaves you with nothing
left to give.
For me, the idea of quitting,
once a reality, brought a sense of
relief in that I was free to spend
time focusing on the things that
I’d never had a chance to focus on.
Quitting was also a grieving
process. I was grieving for a part
of myself that had been with me
for nearly 15 years; it was upsetting and confusing. If I wasn’t an
athlete, who was I? I felt lost—like
I had not only cut ties with my
team, but with a large part of
myself.
Especially at Lawrence where
the socially constructed binary of
Athletics vs. The Conservatory
was prominent in my perspective
of our community, I didn’t know
where I would fit. I was no longer
an athlete and I was not a part
of the Con, so where was it that I
belonged? I was afraid of existing
in some sort of limbo, or rather
falling through the cracks of this
binary and having no place at all.
Sometimes I still struggle
with this concept of having fallen
through the cracks in regard to
my identity, but I’m slowly coming to the realization that being a
Lawrentian is an identity itself that
doesn’t need to be broken down
into more exclusive, separate
identities. Being a Lawrentian—
someone who strives to excel and
explore new priorities—is more
than enough of an honor for me.
This liberal arts college is the
perfect place to liberate yourself
and explore the possibility of new
identities.

impetus for all of this was to give
more power to the Residence Life
Committee.”
Senior Tom Sasani, who
was standing in as chair of the
Residence Life Committee at the
meeting, said that although he
was aware that the housing legislation had been originally brought
up by Campus Life, Residence Life
discussed the proposed legislation at length, and that he “did not
in any way feel coerced into supporting this legislation.”
Senior Brienne Colston stated that this issue “is part of a
larger conversation about … the
lack of trust that some students,
i.e. marginalized students, have in
administration.”
Concerns over what constitutes “writing legislation”

according to Astwood-Padilla’s
proposed amendments were
also discussed. “This isn’t legislation,” said Mallory Speck, senior
and chair of the Student Welfare
Committee, describing the document that Campus Life originally
shared with the Residence Life
Committee. “This is a conversation starter; these are ideas.”
Astwood-Padilla responded
by comparing copies of the ideas
Campus Life shared with the
Residence Life Committee and the
proposed housing legislation.
The issue of amending LUCC
by-laws was then tabled for voting at the next general council
meeting.

about the seemingly incongruous
lightness of the pieces, he allegedly replied, “The dead are sad
enough in their eternal silence.”
The last piece of the evening was Ludwig van Beethoven’s
“Symphony No. 5 in C minor Op.
67,” which features arguably the
most recognizable opening notes
of any piece of music. Mast introduced the piece and underscored
the challenge of trying to imagine this piece without its fame, as
though one were hearing it and
playing it for the first time.
Attempting to conceptualize

the impact of a work as initially bombastic as this symphony
within Beethoven’s time was an
intriguing exercise—this work is
so well known, but even now, its
moments of dynamic shifts from
the hushed stringed instruments
to swelling, full orchestral lines
are nothing short of exhilarating.
This dramatic final piece
gained another standing ovation
for the LSO and offered a satisfying bookend to their winter
concerts.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:

During the weekend of February 20th, 12 students from
Wesleyan University were hospitalized for overdoses. With this
event, it’s long past time that we start talking about the dangers
of “Molly.” Despite events like the one Wesleyan experienced, and
the people hospitalized or killed at music festivals every summer,
otherwise intelligent college students continue to take untested
and unregulated “Molly.”
We are a generation that has been gravely mis-served by our
educators with DARE-style drug education that oversimplifies the
issues at hand and obscures the very real dangers that we do face.
Having realized that they were lied to about the dangers of drugs
like cannabis, many people assume that if a joint didn’t hurt them,
neither will a pill. The fact is, “Molly” is a very real danger, and it’s
only luck that we haven’t had a tragedy like Wesleyan’s.
3,4-methylenedioxy-methamphetamine was first synthesized
in 1912. In research tests, MDMA shows promise for treating PTSD
and is, despite some risks, not nearly as dangerous as other drugs.
Sold as “ecstasy” or “Molly,” it’s common at raves and festivals.
The issue lies in the radical difference between clinical MDMA and
“Molly” as sold on the street—or in dorm rooms.
Ecstasydata.org allows people to send in drugs sold as “ecstasy” for testing, and publishes the results on their website. Of 250
samples sent in during 2014, only 51 percent contained any MDMA,
and 32 percent of those were adulterated with other drugs. Because
of tight legal controls, obtaining the chemicals needed to synthesize MDMA is costly for drug producers, making it a good business
decision to bundle together some less expensive chemicals and sell
them to unknowing consumers.
“But not me,” you say as you read this, “I bought some from
my best friend. He would never do that.” But do you also trust the
person he bought it from? What about where that person bought it?
Each dealer that a drug passes through adds another opportunity
for someone to make a quick buck by risking your health. Without
chemical analysis, there is absolutely no way for you to know what
you bought.
We need to tell our legislators to end the misguided drug policies that have put us in this position. In the short run, we need to
protect ourselves. That means being extremely careful when putting things in your body. If Lawrence students continue to disregard
the dangers of untested “Molly,” the next heartbreaking headlines
could be from Appleton, Wis. instead of Middletown, Conn.
-- Lawrence University Students For Sensible Drug Policy

Art House

continued from page 8
a spoken word interlude where
the members spoke everything
simultaneously and detailed their
set-list, they were off and running.
They may have had “high school”

in their name, but they played
like they were decades older. This
was sophisticated ska we heard,
delicious to the ear. Any group
that performs “Take Me Out” by
Franz Ferdinand as well they did
deserves all the praise I can give
them.
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